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LEVY TYPE CHARACTERIZATION OF STABLE LAWS
FOR FREE RANDOM VARIABLES

VITTORINO PATA

Abstract. We give a description of stable probability measures relative to free

additive convolution. The definition of domain of attraction is given, and a

proof is provided of the noncommutative analogue of Levy Theorem.

1. Introduction

The aim of this paper is to extend some well-known classical results to the

case of additive free convolution of probability measures.

The theory is developed in the context of noncommutative probability. Here

the notion of independence of random variables is replaced by the notion of

freeness; the distribution of a sum of free random variables is the free additive

convolution of the distributions. The free additive convolution arises naturally

from the noncommutative theory of free products; see [3, 9, 10, 11] for a back-

ground of this noncommutative theory.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains some basic definitions

from free probability theory of unbounded random variables. Section 3 presents

a review of the relation between the additive convolution and the Cauchy trans-

form of a probability measure. In Section 4 we give the definition of ffl-infinitely

divisible measure (i.e., infinitely divisible with respect to free additive convo-

lution) along with some basic theorems, and we prove that the limit of certain

weighted sums of free, identically distributed random variables is ffl-infinitely

divisible. Further we introduce the concept of a stable law. In Section 5 we

provide the definition of domain of attraction and we prove that, as in the clas-

sical case, a law is stable if and only if it has a non-empty domain of attraction.

Finally we focus our attention on weighted sum of free, identically distributed

random variables with a ffl-infinitely divisible distribution p. Here we show

that the Central Limit Theorem holds if and only if p has finite variance.

2. Preliminaries

We recall some of the basic facts on the theory of free unbounded random

variables from [1]. We call a noncommutative probability space a pair (sf, tp),

where sé is a complex unital noncommutative algebra, and <p : sé —> C is a

linear functional such that cp(l) = 1 . If sé is a von Neumann algebra and r a
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normal faithful trace, the space (sé , x) will be called a noncommutative tracial

W*-probability space or more simply a W* -probability space. In this paper we
will always work with a W* -probability space (sé , x).

A bounded random variable in (sé, x) is simply a selfadjoint element of

sé . An interesting purely noncommutative formal analogue of classical inde-

pendence is the notion of freeness. The analogy is that around freeness, several

concepts can be developed similar to those around independence. A family of

von Neumann subalgebras {séj}iej asé in a W* -probability space is said to be

free if x(axa2 ...a„) = 0 whenever x(a¡) = 0, a¡ £séij, and ix / i2^ ... / i„ .
A family of random variables is said to be free if the von Neumann algebras

they generate are free. It is interesting to point out that like for classical prob-

ability the expectation of the product of two independent random variables is

the product of the expectations, here for two free random variables A, Y £ sé

we have that x(XY) = x(X)x(Y).
Using the GNS construction, we may always think of our von Neumann

algebra as acting on a Hubert space H. A selfadjoint operator X on H is said

to be affiliated with sé if all its spectral projections are in sé . More generally

a closed densely defined operator Y on H is affiliated with sé if it has a polar

decomposition Y = uX, with u£sé and A affiliated with sé . Following the

notation of [ 1 ] we denote the set of all operators on H affiliated with sé by

sé , and the subset of selfadjoint operators by sésa . It is well-known (see [8])

that sé is an algebra (recall that sé is finite), i.e., if X, Y £ sé then X + Y

and XY are densely defined, closable, and their closures are in sé . Moreover,

if X, Y £ sésa then the closure of X + Y is in sésa .

An unbounded random variable is an element of sé¡a ■

Denote the spectral measure of an operator X £ sésa by Ex : ¿@(R) —> sé
(where ¿@(R) are the Borel sets of the real line R), hence X can be written as

A= ¡+XkdEx(k).
7-0O

We say that a family {Ar,},€/ of selfadjoint random variables is free if the

von Neumann algebras {séj}¿e¡ generated by the elements of the form f(X¡),

with / a continuous bounded function on R, are free.

Given a IF*-probability space (sé , x) and a random variable X £ sésa , we

define the distribution px of A to be the unique probability measure on R

satisfying the equality px(a) = x(Ex(a)), for every a e &(R). As in the

classical case we define the distribution function 3^ as &~x = //^((-oo, t)). It

is worth recalling that the measure px is compactly supported if and only if

X £sé .
An important result is that given a family {i>,-},-6/ of probability measures on

R, it is possible to find a IF*-probability space (sé , x) and a family {A;},e/

of free random variables such that, for all i £ I  px¡ = v¡ (see [1]).

The concept of freeness allows us to define without ambiguity the free additive

convolution (indicated by ffl) between two distributions. Indeed, it can be shown

that if A and Y are two free random variables then px+Y depends only on

px and /i y , so it is possible to define the operation ffl in the following way:

px ffl pY = px+Y .   By the above remark, given two probability measures p
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and v , we find a W*-probability space (sé , x) and two free random variables

X, Y £ sésa such that px = p and pY = v. Thus it makes sense to define

p ffl v = px+Y . Therefore the additive convolution is an operation defined on

the space of probability measures on R.

3. Additive convolution and <7>-functions

In this section we present some background results from [1] about the ana-

lytical method for the calculation of additive free convolution.

Given a probability measure p on R, consider the corresponding Cauchy

transform

7-oo    z       l

Since Gfi(z) = Gß(z), the behavior of Gß in the lower complex half-plane C~

is determined by its behavior in the upper half-plane C+ . It is clear that Gß

maps C+ into C~ . It is useful to introduce also the "reciprocal of Gß defined

as Fß(z) = \/Gß(z).
We will use the following notation. For positive numbers a and ß denote

Ta = {z = * + iy : y > 0 and |*| < ay} ,

and

TaJ = {z£Ya:y>ß}.

Interest in considering the function Fß is motivated by the following theo-

rem [1].

Theorem 3.1. Let p be a probability measure on R. There exists a domain

Q £ C+ of the form Q, = \Ja>0Ta^^a) such that F^ has a right inverse F~x

defined in Q, i.e., Fß(F~x(z)) = z, for zeß. Moreover ^F~x(z) < 9z.

Observe that the function F~x can be extended by symmetry to the domain

Í2* = (k : k £ Q.}. We are now ready to define the ^-function of a probability

measure p by

<t>ii(z) ~ Fp (z) - z ■

The basic property of the ^-functions is that, given two probability measures px

and p2 it follows that 4>filaß2 = <j>ßt + <f>ß2. Thus the 0-function is the noncom-

mutative analogue of the logarithm of the characteristic function in classical

probability. The functions which are t/3-functions of probability measure are

completely characterized (see [1]). Here we are interested to the continuity

properties of the passage p —► <pß. For this purpose we state the following

result.

Proposition 3.2. Let {p„}™=x be a sequence of probability measures on R. The

following assertions are equivalent.

(i) The sequence {pn}^Lx converges weakly to a probability measure p.

(ii) There exist a, ß > 0 such that the sequence {<t>ßn}^L\  converges uni-

formly on the compact subsets of Ta,ß  to a function cp, and 4>ß„(z) =

o(z) uniformly in n as |z|-»oo, zerQjS.

Moreover, if (i) and (ii) are satisfied, we have <j> = <pß in Ya,ß ■
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4. Infinitely divisible and stable laws

Definition 4.1. A probability measure p is said to be ^-infinitely divisible  if

for every positive integer n there exists a probability measure p„ such that

p = pn ffl ... ffl pn .

The ^-function of a ffl-infinitely divisible measure can be written in a canon-

ical form. This is the content of the next theorem from [1].

Theorem 4.2. The following hold.

(i) A probability measure p on R is ^¡-infinitely divisible if and only if <pß

has an analytic extension defined on C+ with values in CuR.

(ii) Let <p : C+ —► C~ be an analytic function.  Then cp is a continuation of

(t>ß for some ^-infinitely divisible measure p if and only if

ó(z)
hm       ^^—^ = 0 .

|z|->oo, zera   z

for some (and hence all) a > 0.

(iii) Let p be a ^-infinitely divisible probability measure on R.  Then there

exist a £ R and a positive finite measure a such that

f+oc l+tz ,  ,,,
,(*) = «+ /      -—-do(t)

J-oo      Z - t

We can better characterize ffl-infinitely divisible measures with finite vari-

ance as follows. The result is an easy consequence of [7].

Proposition 4.3. Let p be a ^-infinitely divisible probability measure on R with

cpß given by
r+oo

f>lt(z) = a+ f °°i±î£rfff(0.
J — oo      Z       I

Then p has finite variance if and only if a has finite variance.

Proof Suppose first that a has finite variance. Define

M = tdcr(t) .
7-00

Then
r+°° i + t2

Mz) = b+ -rZTdcr(t) ,
7-oo      z        '

where b = a + M . Then, for every z = x + iy £ C+ ,

,+oo   ,        ,2

\MZ) - b\ <   /       ^—da(t)
7-oo      z       '

l + t2 , ,,r+oo   i    ,   ,2
f ■ »* + tl j ■ / x    r   i + ' j , s   c

where  C < oo.   Therefore by [7] (cf. Theorem 6.1),  p  has finite variance

not exceeding C.  Conversely suppose that p has finite variance.  By [7] (cf.
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Theorem 6.2) there exist b £ R and a positive measure ö of finite variance

such that

Denote

Hence

r+°° i + t2
<MZ) = b + /      -TZT7ddV>

J-oo     z       '

/+oo tdd(t)
-OO

+oo

M = /      tdà(t) .

r+°° i -|- tz
<f>ß(z) = ä+ /       ——-dö(t)

J-oo      z       l

where a — b-M. So, by the uniqueness of the Nevanlinna representation, we

get that à = a and a = a . Therefore a has finite variance.   D

Another consequence of Theorem 4.2 is the following result.

Proposition 4.4. Let {pn}%Lx  be a sequence of ^-infinitely divisible probability

measures on R converging weakly to a probability measure p.  Then p is ffl-

infinitely divisible.

Proof. By Proposition 3.2 there exist a, ß > 0 such that

<t>pÁZ)¿^>   4>ß(z)    ,

uniformly on the compact subsets of the truncated cone r„ ß . By Theorem 4.2,

4>ßn extends to a function if/ßn : C+ —► C~ U R. Since {if/ß„}^=x is a normal

family, by the Montel Theorem there exists a subsequence if/ßn converging to

an analytic function ip : C+ —> C~ U R. It follows that <j>ß , being the restriction

of if/ on ra ß equal to cf>ß, has an analytic extension on C+ with values in

CuR. Therefore, using again Theorem 4.2, the result is proved,   d

We want now to begin a discussion, which will be developed further in the

next section, about the properties of limit distributions of certain averages of

free, identically distributed (f.i.d.) random variables. Notice that if A" is a

random variable in a W^-probability space, and c is a positive constant, then

<t>ßcX(z) = C(t>Hx{^)  ■

Proposition 4.5. Let {A„}£L, be a sequence of f.i.d. random variables in a W*-

probability space with common distribution v, {A„}<^=1 and {Bn}^=l two se-

quences of real and positive numbers, respectively. If the distribution of the ran-

dom variable B~X(XX+... + X„) - A„ converges weakly to a probability measure

p, then p is ^-infinitely divisible.

Proof. Define
_ Ax + . . . + A„

" * B„

and denote by if/„ the 0-function of Z„ . First we prove that

lim Bn = oo .
n—>oo

Indeed, by Proposition 3.2, there exist a, ß > 0 such that

^(z) = ^(ßnz)-^„-^^(z),
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uniformly on the compact subsets of the truncated cone Ya,ß • If there exists

a subsequence Bn¡ —> B < oo,  then, for every fixed z € Ta>ß,

|3íMz)| = i(-^MB«,zj) 00 .

So the assertion is proved. Notice further that is defined in

So if we set

we get that i//n is defined in

G»0

d(ü), n)
0(.o>)

B„

®-n=  \J To},0(w,n)
o)>0

Note that Q„ c cln+x , and

Ü "» = c
n=\

Let <t>k = {ip~n}n>k- F°r every k the family <Pfc is normal, thus by the Montel

Theorem there exists a subsequence if/n¡ (with n¡ = n¡(k) > k) converging to

an analytic function y/^ uniformly on the compact subsets of Qk.

Since if/n¡ —► 4>ß uniformly on the compact subsets of Ya,ß, by the Identity

Theorem it follows that <f>ß extends to Qk. Since this holds for every k , 4>ß has

an analytic extension on C+ with values in C"L)R. Hence, by Theorem 4.2,

p is ffl-infinitely divisible.   □

Definition 4.6. Let p and v be probability measures on R. We say that v

and p are equivalent (p ~ v) if there exist constants a > 0 and b £R such

that 9l(x) = ^ß(ax + b) for all * . By analogy with classical probability, we

say that p is stable relative to additive free convolution (or simply stable) if

p ~ v ffl v' whenever p ~ u ~ i/ .

It is easy to verify that stable probability distributions are ffl-infinitely divis-

ible. Moreover if p and v are probability measures on R, then the following

two facts are equivalent:

(i) 9l(x) = ^(ax + b) for all x £ R,
(ii)  tj>v(z) = a-x((t)ß(az)-b) for all z e C+ ,

where oOandèeR.

Definition 4.7. Let 4> : C+ —> C~ U R be an analytic function. We say that 4> is

stable if for every number a > 0 there exist b > 0 and ceR such that

<P(z) + a<p(Ç\ =b(f>Uj+c.

Note that it is enough to require that the above equality holds for every a > 1 .

The following corollary is a direct consequence of the above remarks.
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Corollary 4.8. A ^-infinitely divisible probability measure p is stable if and only

if the function <pß is stable.

The next result, whose proof may be found in [1], gives a complete charac-

terization of stable analytic functions (and hence of stable laws).

Theorem 4.9. The following is a complete list of the stable analytic functions

(/>:C+ -*C-UR.

(i)  <f>(z) = a, a£R.
(ii)  (¡)(z) = a + ib, a £ R and b < 0.

(iii)  4>(z)   =  a + bz~a+x,   a   £  R,   a   £   (1,2],   6/0,  and  arge   £

[(a-2)n,0].
(iv)  (¡>(z) = a + bz~a+x,  a £ R,  a £ (0, 1),   b / 0, and axgb £ [n,

(\+a)n].

(v)  <j)(z) = a + blogz,   a £ C" UR and b < 0.

In the sequel we will refer to a as the exponent of the stable law. A stable

law of exponent 1 has a (/3-function of type (i), (ii) or (v).

5. Domains of attraction

Definition 5.1. Let {X„}^=1 be a sequence of f.i.d. random variables with com-

mon distribution v in a IF*-probability space and let {A„}^LX and {B„}^=]

be two sequences of real and positive numbers, respectively. Set

If for a suitable choice of the constants Bn and An the distribution of Z„

converges weakly to a non-degenerate measure p (i.e., a measure not concen-

trated in one point), we say that v is attracted to p. The set of all probability

measures attracted to p is called the domain of attraction of p.

The exclusion of degenerate measures serves to eliminate the trivial situation

where A„ converges to a finite number while Bn increases so rapidly that the

random variable B~X(XX + ... + X„) tends in distribution to zero. We already

know from Proposition 4.5 that a probability measure with a non-empty domain

of attraction is ffl-infinitely divisible. Our main result, which is the formal ana-

logue of the classical theorem proved by Levy (see [4, 5]), is expressed in the

following theorem.

Theorem 5.2. A non-degenerate probability measure has a non-empty domain of

attraction if and only if it is a stable law.

We first establish the following lemma.

Lemma 5.3. Let {Xn}^=i be a sequence of f.i.d. random variables in a W*-

probability space with common distribution v, {An}^=x and {5«}£L, two se-

quences of real and positive numbers, respectively. If the distribution of the ran-

dom variable B~X(XX + ... + X„) — A„ converges weakly to a non-degenerate
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probability measure p, then

(i)    lim B„ = oo
n—*oc

Bn+\
(ii)    lim

n—»oo    if
1 .

Proof Define

_ X\ + ... + X„
^n — D An

Bn

and denote by p„ the distribution of Z„ . By Proposition 3.2 there exist a, ß >

0 such that

<t>ßSz) = ^r4>ABnz) - An ̂  <j>ß(z)  ,
B„

uniformly on the compact subsets of the truncated cone Taj .

Assertion (i) follows from the proof of Proposition 4.5. To show (ii) observe

that
ry Bn Afl+I ( AnBn
Ai+1 — "5-"¿n + "5-r ( -5-A„+x

Bn+\ Bn+\ B„+x

and

7   . Xn+\      Bn+X fAn+xB„+x
¿n H-ñ— = ""ñ— Zn+1 +     -ñ-An

Bn Bn Bn

By assertion (i) and Proposition 3.2, there exist a', ß' > 0 such that

B
—v(%H)^^(z)«+i

and

Bn+\

B„ ^.+i

Bn

Bn

B„„2JJ = 3«2''

uniformly on the compact subsets of Ya, j, cTatß.

Applying Proposition 3.2 once more to <f>ßn we see that B„+x/B„ is bounded

away from zero and infinity. Indeed, suppose that Bn+X/B„ is not bounded

away, for example, from zero. Then, provided that we pass to a subsequence,

we have that, for every fixed z in the truncated cone ra-1 ß,, the left-hand

side of the second equation goes to zero. Hence there exists N > 1 such that

B„+X/Bn £ [l/N, N] for every n .
Let us denote throughout the rest of the proof

C„
Bn+\

Bn

Selecting z = iy , with y big enough, we get

■iy

ZCn £
N

,iyN cTa, IS'

Thus for each e > 0 there exists nn(e) e N such that, for n > «o(e),

£
Cs<t>ßn(c„z) - 5(t>ß(cnz) <

2/V '
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from which it follows that

(^„(c„z)J-3f/^(cBz)

and

^[-<Pßn(cnz))   -%d,ß(z)

e        E

< 2Ñc~n - 2 '

e
<2"

Therefore, combining the last two inequalities, we get that, for n > no(e),

$(J-<Pß(Cnzfj-Zcpß(z))< e

By Proposition 4.5 p is ffl-infinitely divisible and, since we suppose p non-

degenerate, by Theorem 4.2 there exists a positive measure a ^ 0 and a £ R

such that

Therefore

and we get

*M'.

r°° i + tz , ..-
ß(z) = a+ /      ——da(t).

J-oo      z        '

!y)=-I-y(i + ñda(t) ,

[-MCnZ))

t2+y2

= y

= y3|l-c

>y3\i-

Since, once y is fixed,

/>'2,(

/+00-oo    ft

t2 + c„2y2     t2 +

l+t2

^y2)
da(t)

h
2 + c„2y2)(t2 + y2)

l + t2

(t2 + N2y2)(t2 + y2)

dcr(t)

da(t) .

y y.«,   (t2 + N2y2)(t2 + y2:
da(t) = C > 0 ,

it follows that for n > «o(e),

ll-dl< c
Thus, letting e —» 0, we finally get

lim c„ = 1 ,

which yields the result,   g

Proof of Theorem 5.2. Necessity. Let p be a non-degenerate probability mea-

sure. Let {Xn}n*lx be a sequence of f.i.d. random variables in a IF*-probability

space, {An}^=x and {Bn}^Lx two sequences of real and positive numbers, re-

spectively, such that Z„  (defined as in Lemma 5.3), converges in distribution
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to p. Denote by pn the distribution of Z„ . Select a > 1 . By Lemma 5.3 it

is possible to find a sequence m = m(n) such that

B , s,.       Dm(n)
hm —^ = a ,

n—»oo    £>„

and
lim m(n) = oo .

H—»oo

Define
y/   _ An+i + . ■ ■ + Xn-ym _    .
¿m — n ~ Am •

om

It is clear that Zm and Z'm have the same distribution.  Let us consider the

sum
7        Bm      ,    _ Xx + . . . + Xn+m
¿n+   R    ¿m - R Mn   ,

on Dn

where

H -A  + — Ann — fin -|-   D   fi-tn ■
B„

From the assumptions of the theorem, the distribution functions of the two

components of the left-hand side converge to &¡¡(x) and SFß(x/a), respectively.

Therefore, by Proposition 3.2, there exists a truncated cone Yaß such that the

^-function of the right-hand side converges to <f>ß(z) + a4>ß(z/a) and <\>ß„(z)

converges to 4>ß(z) uniformly on the compact subsets of taß.

Moreover
Xx + . . . + Xn+m       jj    _ Bn+m

5 "n —      n      ^n-vm + "-n  >
On on

v   _ B„+m
"■n —      n      sin+m      nn ■

where

Hence, setting

and

we get

B

Bn

, Bn+m
bn = —¿—  ,

on

bn4>n„ (y) + Kn ¡^ Mz) + a(t>ß Q .

uniformly on the compact subsets of F„ ß . On the other hand,

7 ^n     7 ^n     ^m 7'   _i_ /
¿■n+m —   d "        fl R        m "   '

On+m On-ym on

where
I B"     A ^m     A A
in — ~~n~ An +   „ Am      An+m ■

Vn+m Bn+m

Hence, using the above notation,
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Thus it follows that

1   j.     it.     ^   ,   an  ,      (b„
<f>/in(bnz) + ^cPßJfz)+In^Z<P>ß(Z)   ,

Un Un Kun    '

uniformly on the compact subsets of Ta ^ . In particular, for every z e ra ^ ,

we have

and

l^(^z) + ^(|z))^^(z).

So, using the same argument of Lemma 5.3, and recalling that a„ converges to

a, we get that b„ is bounded away from zero and infinity. Moreover the two

equations above tell us that in fact bn must converge to a limit b. This forces

Kn to converge to a finite limit K. By Proposition 3.2, we have

b^^+Kn^Z b<f>ß(^)+K ,

in some truncated cone Ya, ß, c Ta ß , and by the Identity Theorem we finally

get

ri^z) + a<f>ßß) =bcf)J^)+K ,
\a/ \uj

for every z e C+. Therefore, by Corollary 4.8, p is stable.

Sufficiency. Let p be stable, and let {A„}~, be a sequence of f.i.d. random

variables with common distribution p.  Then there exist sequences {An}nxix

and {Bn}^=l of real and positive numbers, respectively, such that the sum Xx +

... + Xn , has distribution function &ß(B~xx - An). Hence the random variable

Z„ , defined by Z„ = B~X(XX+ ... + X„) - A„ , has distribution function ¿^(x).

Thus p belongs to its own domain of attraction.   □

Our next goal is to give a precise characterization of the coefficients B„ which

appear in the weighted sum. For this purpose we need first a definition.

Definition 5.4. A function h of integer argument is said to be slowly varying if

for any integer k

v     h(kn)
hm -rV-r- = 1 •

n—oo h(n)

Theorem 5.5. Let {X„}^=1 be a sequence of f.i.d. random variables in a

W* -probability space, {An}%Lx and {Bn}'£Ll two sequences of real and positive

numbers, respectively. If the distribution of B~X(XX + ... + X„) - An converges

weakly to a non-degenerate probability measure p, then Bn — n«h(n), with

a £ (0, 2] and h a slowly varying function.

Proof. Let m be a positive integer. Define for every / = 0, 1, ... , m - 1

ç/   _  A„,+ i + ■ ■ ■ + A„(;+i)
n ~ R '

On

and

Z« — j„     An .
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It is clear that for every / = 0, 1, ... ,m-\ the random variables S'„ are free

and have the same distribution. Denote by vn the common distribution of S'„

and by pn the distribution of Z„ . Then, denoting

,      > Bnm
c„ = cn(m)

we get

which yields

Bn    '

Snm — ~ (¿n + • • • + Sn       )
<-n

m
KJZ) = —4>un(Cnz) ■

Cn

On the other hand, we may write the former relation as

Ç° -I-        -L C"!-l _ r   CO

which yields

m<t>Vn(z) = cn<t>u„J^-) ■
\Ln '

Again, as in Lemma 5.3 we get that cn must converge to a finite limit c. Since

for every n the equality 3f0„„(z) = 30^ (z) holds for any z in certain trun-

cated cone, it follows that, for z big enough, z in the truncated cone,

3f^(z) = 9^^(cz))

This equality, by the Identity Theorem (for harmonic functions), holds for every

z e C+. Since p is stable and non-degenerate, its <f>-function is given by (ii),

(iii), (iv) or (v) of Theorem 4.9. In any of these four cases, it follows directly

by the above relation that c = mi  with a £ (0, 2],  i.e.,

D
,.        Onm I
hm -^P- = m« ,

n—»oo Bn

which is possible only if

Bn = n«h(n) ,

with h slowly varying.   D

It is immediate to verify that if v  and co are equivalent non-degenerate

stable laws, they have the same domain of attraction. The converse is also true.

Theorem 5.6. Domains of attraction of non-degenerate non-equivalent stable laws

are disjoint.

Proof. Suppose that v and co are two non-degenerate stable laws with the same

domain of attraction. Then there exist a, ß £ (0,2], h and h' slowly varying

functions,  {An}%Lx  and {A'n}^=l  sequences of real numbers, and a sequence
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{A"„}^j of f.i.d. random variables such that, defining

_       A,+... + A„

h(n)n«

and
y/    _    Aj   +   ...   + Xn    ̂  ,

h'(n)nß

it follows that, for every z in some truncated cone,

<t>nzAz)^z <t>Az) ,

and

(ßßZ,(z)^Z 4>io(z) ■

We first show that we necessarily have a = ß .  Suppose indeed that a > ß .

Then

Zn = anZn + anA„ — An ,

where
h(n)n±

an = t)\    , „-z-2 0 .
h'{n)nf

Therefore by Proposition 3.2, for every z in the truncated cone we have

*{aMi))-°

On the other hand we have also that

X"^Z"(¿))^0<MZ)

which is a contradiction. Hence a = ß .

Defining now
hin)

kn ~
h'(n) '

we have that

and

S'JíS »w»w >91^^(^)1-^^0,(2)   ,

s(¿^'(^z))"— 9<MZ) '

for every z in some truncated cone. Again, as in Lemma 5.3, we get that kn

must converge to a finite positive limit k. By the Identity Theorem then, for

every z e C+ , we get

(*) sinfín =^(z).
V    \k / j

For a = 2 there is just one class of equivalent stable laws, thus there is nothing

to prove.   For a = 1  there are two classes of equivalent stable laws, namely
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(according to the classification in Theorem 4.9), stable laws of type (ii) and (v).

So if v is of type (ii) and co is of type (v), Equation ( *) becomes

kbx =¿>23(logz) ,    zeC+ ,

and this is a contradiction. Finally for a € (0, 1) U (1, 2) Equation ( *) leads

to

fc°9f(fcôiz~a+x) = %(b2z-a+x) ,    z £ C+ ,

which is possible if and only if arg(¿?i) = arg(è2), i.e., if and only if v and co

are equivalent.   □

The stable law of exponent a = 2 is the semicircle law, defined as

dyaAt) = \é2"Jr2-{t~a)2dt   *'**»-«..« + 1.

[ 0 otherwise,

which is the noncommutative analogue of the normal law.   Indeed, an easy

calculation shows that
r2 1

KÂz) = a + ^- .

rufrom where we get

7a, , r, H ïa2,r2 = 7a¡ +{¡2 _ ̂ /rJTr*

Note that

rV

/+oo
tdya,r(t) = a ,

-oo

and
r+oo ,2

/+oo
(t-a)2dya,r(t) = -

-oo 4

In the sequel, we will denote yn.r by yr.

We should mention that the case a = 1 is somewhat important even if the

attracting measure is degenerate, since is related to the noncommutative weak

law of large numbers [2, 6].

If the attracted measure has finite variance, we can provide a stronger result.

Proposition 5.7. The only possible non-degenerate limit of the weighted sum

A, + . . . + Xn
¿n — d "   '

Bn

of f.i.d. random variables with non-degenerate common distribution with finite

variance, is the semicircle law. In this case

..     sfn      .
hm -—- = / < oc .

n-»oo  Bn

Proof. Easily follows from Maassen Central Limit Theorem [7].   □

We have then a complete correspondence with the classical probability theory

(see [4, 5]).
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It was shown in Theorem 5.5, that the constants Bn determining attraction

to a stable law of exponent a are necessarily of the form

Bn = n°h(n) ,

where h(n) is slowly varying. The most interesting case, for convergence to the

semicircle law, is that in which

B„ = kn« ,

for k > 0 constant. On the other hand, any stable law of exponent a belongs

to its own domain of attraction, with B„ = kn° . This suggests the following

definition.

Definition 5.8. A distribution belongs to the normal domain of attraction of a

stable law of exponent a if the normalizing constants are given by

B„ = kn* ,

for k > 0 constant.

In the following we want to apply the results we obtained to the case of f.i.d.

random variables with a ffl-infinitely divisible distribution.

Theorem 5.9. In order that a ^-infinitely divisible law belong to the normal do-

main of attraction of the semicircle law, it is necessary and sufficient that it have

finite variance.

Proof The sufficiency follows from the Maassen Central Limit Theorem [7].

To prove the necessity, let {Xn}^=l be a sequence of f.i.d. random variables in

a IF*-probability space with common distribution v . By Theorem 4.2, there

exist a £ R and a positive measure er such that

r+°° l + tz
<f>v(z) = a + -da(t) .

J-oo     z — t

Suppose that there exist k > 0 and a sequence {A„}^=1 of real numbers such

that Z„ , given by
„       At + ... 4- A«       .
Zn = ■    r-- - An  ,

7 —oo

converges to the semicircle law yr for some r, but

/+oo
t2dv(t) = OO .

-oo

By Proposition 4.3 we have also

f+OC   2/       t do(t) = oo .
7-00

Then, by Proposition 3.2, there exist a, ß > 0 such that

\íñ r2 1
-^^(ky/n z) - An ̂ Z <l>yAz) = f- .
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uniformly on the compact subsets of the truncated cone Yaß. In particular,

for every z = * + iy £ Ta « ,

9(^,(fcv^z))r^^,(z) =
r2

k   ir*v-v»    v„_  -r*v   ,        4(   2 2)i   ■
\ j   i

So, if * = 0, we have that

s(^Mkrfiy))- rM

On the other hand,

Ay-

lim
n—»oo

= Hm   /+0° y}í + t^da(t)

»-«»/-oo   £ + k2y2

"-    i7   7-00

by the Monotone Convergence Theorem.   D
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